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The number of bars on your phone? Not very reliable. Because there’s no industry standard for bars & signal strength. It’s up to each carrier to interpret what’s 1, 2, 3 full bars on their network.

The best and most accurate way to find your cell phone signal strength is to look at decibel (dB) reading. Find out how with the instructions below.

1. **GO TO “SETTINGS”**
   First, open up your app launcher and navigate to “Settings”

2. **GO TO “ABOUT DEVICE”**
   On settings, got to “About Device” or “About Phone”
Depending on your device select “Status” or “Network”

On Status screen, your dB reading will be displayed under “Signal Strength”.

If your dB reading is not under “Signal Strength”, look for “Network Type” or “SIM Status” and you should see your dB reading there.

Once you have access to dB reading, walk around the perimeter of your home. The closer the number gets to -50 dB, then you’ll know which areas of your home have the better reception.

Anything higher than a -110 dB means you’re technically in a dead zone. If your signal is teetering on the edge (-100 to -105 dB), then this means a cell phone signal booster can definitely improve your signal!
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Discount Coupon

AS AN INTRODUCTORY & COMPLIMENTARY SERVICE TO OUR FIRST-TIME CUSTOMERS, WE ARE PROVIDING A ONE-TIME MARKDOWN ON YOUR FIRST ORDER.

Simply enter the code ‘DB20’ at checkout and get $20.00 off* your total order for any signal booster.

GET $20 OFF*
when you spend $100 or more on any cell phone signal booster.

DISCOUNT CODE:
DB20

* Redeemable on a purchase of $100.00 or more.